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        February 20, 2014 
Dear Legislators: 
 
In this document you will find a review of the financial and legislative issues relating to 
the public schools either partially or fully in your geographic service districts.  As you 
review this narrative, we ask that you consider the importance of a level fiscal playing 
field so that the children of our region have the same opportunities to be highly 
educated as their counterparts in other regions of the state.  Only by providing a world-
class education can we develop the highly qualified workforce that will bring a 
desperately needed return of economic prosperity to our region. 
 
Over the past several months you have heard our one hundred fifty-one elected 
members express our concerns over the disparity in state aid for education, not only 
from our high need school districts, but also from our more moderate wealth school 
districts that are also faced with insurmountable reductions in state operating aid.  We 
thank you for your loud encouragement toward the executive branch to pass a state aid 
formula that promotes fairness and equity to the schools in your legislative districts. 
 
We have identified several areas where legislative action would ease mandates and 
provide opportunities for schools to save money thus allowing districts to utilize more of 
their resources directly to educating our students.  Many of the ideas outlined in this 
document are simple and easy to accomplish, while others may be more complicated 
and require a concerted large scale willingness to change. 
 
We understand there is pain across all areas of the state and federal budgets.  We are 
doing our very best with severely reduced state resources to provide the education our 
children must have to be competitive.  We hope that you will do all in your power to help 
us continue to provide the quality schools that our children, communities, and 
businesses expect and deserve. 
 
Sincerely, 
Greater Southern Tier School Boards Association  
 



WHERE THE PROBLEM BEGINS 

Elimination of the Gap Elimination (BASED ON THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET) 
With the State Foundation Aid formula frozen for the fifth consecutive year and the Gap Elimination Adjustment remaining in 
place, the component school districts of the GST BOCES have taken a devastating hit in state aid. The following data is based on 
the Executive proposal for 2014-2015 and shows the real and immediate financial crisis our schools are facing.   
If the executive budget proposal passes, the school districts in the GST BOCES will receive over $156 million dollars less in 
state foundation aid than if state aid was FLAT since 2009-2010.  At the current rate of reduction of the GEA, school districts 
in our BOCES region will not return to 2008-2009 state aid levels until 2019-2020. 
 

DISTRICT 10/11 GEA 11/12 GEA 12/13 GEA 13/14 GEA 14/15 GEA TOTAL LOSS DUE 
TO THE GEA 

RESIDENT WEIGHTED 
AVERAGE DAILY 

ATTENDANCE 

AVERAGE ANNUAL 
LOSS PER STUDENT 

Addison $1,208,550 $1,600,277 $1,200,208 $684,119 $435,860 $5,129,014 1211 $847 

Alfred-Almond $955,205 $1,207,558 $1,045,809 $790,292 $666,715 $4,665,579 668 $1,397 

Arkport $745,742 $937,546 $758,223 $567,853 $485,737 $3,495,101 520 $1,344 

Avoca $635,922 $802,033 $657,449 $375,326 $304,409 $2,775,139 483 $1,149 

Bath $1,405,268 $2,061,988 $1,546,491 $951,842 $695,220 $6,660,809 1660 $803 

Bradford $362,044 $467,335 $371,912 $246,568 $192,965 $1,640,824 315 $1,042 

Campbell - Savona $970,592 $1,252,701 $939,526 $602,076 $457,704 $4,222,599 925 $913 

Canaseraga $304,526 $375,295 $290,673 $189,769 $141,220 $1,301,483 274 $950 

Canisteo-Greenwood $1,096,327 $1,458,971 $1,121,010 $638,976 $445,740 $4,761,024 1063 $896 

Corning $7,331,899 $7,413,906 $6,403,878 $4,668,359 $4,342,440 $30,160,482 5252 $1,149 

Elmira $5,911,725 $7,576,816 $5,682,612 $3,255,997 $2,355,879 $24,783,029 6624 $748 

Elmira Heights $1,394,911 $1,779,127 $1,499,989 $1,087,952 $932,146 $6,694,125 1158 $1,156 

Hammondsport $379,098 $444,768 $404,373 $230,493 $174,813 $1,633,545 518 $631 

Hornell $1,468,158 $1,940,036 $1,455,027 $829,366 $467,149 $6,159,736 1905 $647 

Horseheads $6,143,975 $5,822,295 $5,048,275 $3,761,525 $3,528,905 $24,304,975 4375 $1,111 

Jasper-Troupsburg $514,430 $683,611 $512,079 $292,245 $178,510 $2,180,875 516 $845 

Odessa-Montour $710,189 $940,132 $709,821 $443,090 $327,978 $3,131,210 811 $772 

Prattsburgh $424,936 $578,942 $440,872 $273,258 $192,596 $1,910,604 427 $895 

Spencer-VanEtten $1,220,951 $1,642,491 $1,392,184 $857,910 $692,259 $5,805,795 1042 $1,114 

Watkins Glen $1,987,408 $2,489,470 $2,282,939 $1,730,652 $1,611,135 $10,101,604 1193 $1,693 

Waverly $1,002,926 $1,463,850 $1,097,888 $625,797 $402,882 $4,593,343 1657 $554 

GST BOCES TOTALS $36,174,782 $42,939,148 $34,861,238 $23,103,465 $19,032,262 $156,110,895 32,597 $958 



School Districts have already endured five consecutive years of aid 
reductions and have made drastic program cuts.  Deeper cuts will devastate 
our schools and harm our children, harm our communities, and diminish the 
economic outlook for our region. According to NYSCOSS, the following 
reductions occurred statewide:  

 

THE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF THE GEA 

 
School Districts are Quickly Spending down Reserves 

The problem is that school district reserves are running out quickly, for some districts 
this may occur within 18 months.  Without the use of appropriated fund balance in this 
year’s budgets, districts would have needed to raise taxes by 7 percent more than they 
actually did to maintain what is left of their already diminished programs. 
 
 

Employees are Making Contractual Concessions 
There are two ways to reduce personnel costs: employ fewer people and spend less per 
employee. Salary or benefit concessions have increased among all categories of 
employees over the past three years, led by superintendents. Sixty-six percent of 
superintendents reported accepting a salary freeze or making another cost saving 
adjustment in their compensation. All of our districts have made cost savings 
adjustments in pay and/or benefits for other categories of personnel. 
 

Programs Have Already Been Eliminated 
Statewide, 63 percent of districts increased class sizes, 46 percent reduced or eliminated 
summer school, 33 percent reduced extra help for students within the regular school 
calendar; and 47 percent reduced or deferred purchases of instructional technology– at a 
time when technology is seen as a key to improving outcomes and reducing costs. 50 
percent of districts reduced interscholastic sports and other extracurricular activities. 

 

School Business Officials Report on Financial and Educational Insolvency 
A 2013 study examined recent data on 671 New York State school districts excluding the 
Big 5 city school districts and found that over two recent years (2010‐11 to 2012‐13)  

1. 261 school districts showed signs of fiscal insolvency through a reduction in 
Unassigned Fund Balance (savings) 

2.  544 school districts showed signs of educational insolvency as a result of 
reduced professional staff  

3. 206 school districts showed signs of both fiscal and educational insolvency.  
4. Statewide school districts lost 21,112 professional staff in the three‐years 

ending in 2012‐13. 

 



 

WHAT CAN BE FIXED? 
Property Tax Freeze  
We oppose the Governor’s proposal for a two-year freeze on property taxes. It would 
worsen the financial prospects for our schools. Local leaders would be put in a no win 
position. The proposal would give rebates to taxpayers offsetting property tax increases 
if their school district adopts a budget within its tax cap. The choice for local leaders 
would be either (1) forego asking voters for revenues they may see as truly essential to 
preserving opportunities for students, or (2) attempt a tax cap over-ride, asking voters to 
give up rebates and pay more in taxes, creating virtual certainty that the budget will be 
rejected, and thereby denying schools any increase in local revenue.  
 

Apply all Proposed Funds Geared to Education toward the Aid Runs 
There is over $300 million still to be allocated in the final school aid budget.  We believe 
that the resources targeted for these programs should be provided through formula 
rather than in targeted programs.  Allow local school boards the flexibility to use the 
funds in the manner most needed in their school district.  
 

Correct Reductions in Building Aid Causing an Unexpected Loss of 26 Million 
Schools have had their building aid recalibrated based on a 10 year assessment of 
interest rates.  This reduction in building aid is not addressed in the Executive budget.  
Without legislative intervention, school districts will lose 26 million in building aid.  There 
are funds available in the fiscal stabilization Fund that are currently unallocated that 
could be used to offset these losses.  Schools made good faith estimates of the local 
taxpayer share of building projects and now those estimates are invalid. 
 

Reallocate the Technology Bond Referendum 
All of the schools in our BOCES already have broadband access. Many have been at the 
forefront of acquiring state of the art end user models and infrastructure.  The governor 
seems to want to reward the schools who have taken the least amount of initiative.  
Simple increases in the existing computer aid formulae is more efficient and allows 
schools discretion as to how to best use funds for technology innovation. 
 

Listen to the Experts!  Fight for the Aid that Schools Need! 
The Regents State Aid Proposal pegged school spending needs for 2014-15 at $1.3 billion. 
The Educational Conference Board (comprised of the major statewide education 
associations, including NYSSBA) determined that school districts would need $1.5 billion 
in new state aid, along with what they could raise locally under the property tax cap, just 
to keep current educational programs and services.  
 

 



 

Fully Fund the UNDERFUNDED Race to the Top Mandate 
The spirit and goals of Race to the Top (RTTT) are commendable.  Increasing the 
competence levels of teachers and principals is essential to providing a world-class 
education to our children.  However, to meet the requirements of RTTT, districts have to 
reallocate significant levels of existing financial resources and resources of time away 
from direct instructional programming.  The cost of RTTT to districts is far outweighing 
the small amount of grant funds each district is receiving. While we support the premise, 
of RTTT, this is an underfunded STATE AND FEDERAL mandate. 

 
Amend the Triborough Mandate: Save the State $140 Million a Year 
New York’s 30-year-old “Triborough Amendment” requires public employers to maintain 
all contractual perks for unionized public employees, including automatic “step” 
increases in pay, after the expiration of a collective bargaining agreement. 

 This law gives unions an incentive to resist negotiating structural changes to their 
contracts, since the status quo will be preserved even if there is no contract.  

 Pay hikes required by the Triborough Amendment cost the state government $140 
million a year, despite a “freeze” on base salaries. 

 The Triborough Amendment guarantees pay increases for teachers adding millions 
of dollars each year to school budgets across the state. 

 The requirement to finance automatic pay increases has undermined attempts to 
stretch taxpayer dollars further in a time of extreme financial stress. 

 Repeal of the Triborough Amendment would establish a more equitable collective 
bargaining system in New York’s public sector; preserving basic union rights while 
giving local officials the tools they now lack to negotiate needed changes to costly 
and outmoded contracts. 

 
Reform the Pension Mandates: Immediate Impact is Possible 
Models for pension relief that bring about more immediate savings to districts are 
needed today.  Every year that this is put off has an exponential negative impact on the 
long-term financial health of school districts and of the state in general. Although the 
establishment of Tier VI shows a long term commitment toward moving the pension 
burden off of the taxpayers, schools need an immediate method of reducing pension 
costs.  
 
If the Tax Cap must remain, then TRS obligations should be treated in at least the same 
manner as ERS contributions where a significant portion of the increases should be 
added as an exemption to the maximum increase calculation. Expecting the general 
funds of local school districts to absorb astronomical TRS increases and operate under 
the tax cap is asking the impossible. 

 



 

Create a Statewide Health Insurance Plan: an Opportunity for Vast Savings 

Controlling spending for health insurance is paramount to keeping school resources 
allocated to instructional programming. A state managed and mandated health 
insurance program for active and retired employees (but one that is less expensive and 
benefit rich than the current state plan) could bring about significant cost savings.  
School districts could in turn use those savings to maintain educational programs.   
 

 Requiring the state plan option could be augmented by legally requiring 
employees with family plans to pay 25% and with single plans to pay 15% of the 
cost.  

 Legislation adding state insurance costs above 2% to the Tax Cap exemption 
formula should be passed.   

 
Reform the Wicks Law Mandates: Create an Opportunity for Real Savings 

The Wicks Law currently requires New York school districts to hire four separate 
contractors for school construction – a general contractor plus contractors for electrical, 
HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Cooling) and plumbing.  By making each of these 
contractors a prime contractor, each is free to interrupt a school construction project by 
working on other projects.  Each time they do so, all of the other contractors must sit 
idle, leading to enormously expensive cost overruns and unsafe school conditions.  While 
originally intended to assure prompt payment by general contractors to their 
subcontractors, this requirement has proven to be one of the most onerous and costly 
mandates facing schools and local governments.  Every state except New York has found 
a much more efficient and effective way of providing protections for subcontractors 
without burdening taxpayers with the additional costs resulting from this outdated and 
misdirected measure. 
  
Previous studies have shown that the Wicks Law results in significantly higher 
construction costs of as much as 30 percent on public projects.   SUCF has built over $2 
billion worth of SUNY campus projects and has demonstrated that ‘bid shopping’ has not 
been a problem on single award contracts. 

 
Allow More Flexibility in Regionalized Sharing 
All of our member school districts have been working together to uncover opportunities 
to reduce costs through sharing services. Reducing barriers to sharing services with 
municipalities could generate savings for schools and local governmental agencies.  
Programs promoting shared services should be supported by our legislators.  One simple 
example could be legislation to allow shared ownership of maintenance garages 
between schools and municipalities. 
 



 

BOCES is an excellent and already established catalyst to sharing.  We support 

additional flexibility in BOCES regulations for the development of shared and regionalized 
services. Allowing BOCES to provide shared services to school districts along the state 
borders and to counties, cities, towns, and villages would increase the potential for 
savings by school districts in our region. 
 

We support the use of video conferencing, online learning and other digital technologies 
to achieve greater efficiency in school district organization. These efforts should include, 
but not be limited to:  
 

 The use of SED reorganization feasibility study grants for use by school districts 
wishing to compare “cyber-consolidation” to physical consolidation. 

 

 The use of reorganization aid to help offset the costs of the technology 
infrastructure necessary for districts to consolidate educational services in this 
manner.  

 

Reform School Transportation Mandates and Laws 
Transportation sharing is an area where legislative mandate relief could save money.  
This has been verified by a December 2011 study of sixteen of the school districts in the 
GST BOCES.  We support: 
 

 

 Flexibility to Allow “Piggybacking” on Pupil Transportation Contracts by making 
them legal for school districts to enter into, in certain circumstances. One school 
district must have an existing contract with a private carrier to provide transportation 
for their students to a particular school located outside the boundaries of another 
school district. Each school district must enter into a contract with the vendor using 
the same terms and conditions of the originally bid contract. The contract must result 
in a cost savings to the school district. The2009-10 bill (A.3902-S.1370 Alessi/LaValle) 
would provide this flexibility. 
 

 Legislative relief from contractual requirements for regional transportation 
programs: We support allowing school districts to have the right to enter into sharing 
agreements with other districts (or BOCES) without the need to negotiate the 
decision and/or impact on labor, and that sharing services between municipal entities 
would not constitute a violation of any past collective bargaining practices. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Rescind the Excessive Special Education Unfunded Mandates 
We support legislation to restore the burden of proof in special education impartial due 
process hearings by placing such burden on the party which initiates the proceeding. We 
also support legislation limiting state special education mandates to more reasonable 
federal government requirements.   
 

Aligning state requirements for parental legal recourse with the more reasonable federal 
requirements would reduce costs in two ways. First, the number of costly legal 
proceedings would decrease. Second, school committees would be less likely to cave into 
the unreasonable and costly demands of parents for excessive services if they were less 
likely to be dragged through a lengthy legal process at a tremendous cost of time and 
money to the district taxpayers. 

 

Reduce the Excessive Auditing Mandates that Lead to Excessive Costs 
We support additional legislation assisting school districts that have successfully 
completed three consecutive audits with no significant findings. These districts, at the 
discretion of the board of education, could choose to change their internal audit 
schedule to a two-year cycle. If a two-year cycle is approved by the board of education, 
in year one, a risk assessment would be performed followed by testing as directed by the 
audit committee and/or board of education, in year two. Reducing these unfunded 
mandates would allow for real savings but would still hold schools fiscally accountable. 
 

Prepare to Protect Schools if Gas Exploration Occurs 
Enact school tax stabilization legislation if gas exploration (fracking) occurs. New York 
State has historically been slow to react to changes in the wealth status of local school 
districts. Prior to allowing large-scale gas exploration in rural areas, the state must 
establish a system of adjusting its aid to changing fiscal circumstances. 
 

Discriminatory Pattern Reporting Requirements for School Districts  
Superintendents feel ultimate responsibility for the physical safety of all children 
attending the schools they lead and serve. You will find no group more dedicated to 
making schools a safe and welcoming environment for all students. The Dignity for all 
Students Act (DASA) is already the law in New York State and by and large it has worked, 
requiring annual reporting of discrimination to the State Education Department and the 
proper law enforcement agency, if warranted.  
 
Are there possible improvements that can be made? Certainly. However, the Governor’s 
proposed changes to DASA have considerable logistical problems which are likely to 
create confusion, create further duplication of government functions, and result in a 
worse outcome than under the present law.  



 

 

The Property Tax Cap and PILOTS: 
Help our School Districts with Economic Growth to Meet Student Needs 

 

When a school district receives a new PILOT, the Property Tax Cap Law requires that the 
total amount of the new PILOT be included in the Formula for determining a school’s tax 
levy as a deduction to the calculation.  
 

Example: 
a. In 2013-2014, Happy Times School District has a total tax levy of $100. 

 

b. For 2014-2015, Happy Times School District is scheduled to receive a new 
$10 per year PILOT for a factory that brings in 25 new students to the 
district. 

 

c. For 2014-2015, Happy Times is legally required to deduct the total amount 
of the new PILOT from the tax levy. 

 

d. Therefore, the actual tax levy must legally drop by 10% from $100 to $90, 
meaning that they receive no economic benefit from the new PILOT! 

 

The increased financial burden from the 25 new students cannot be offset by any 
increase in local revenue.  In addition, the overall and very complex wealth factors that 
go into determining state aid in categories such as BOCES aid and Excess Cost aid will 
change as property values change, possibly causing an overall reduction in categorical 
state aid.  PILOT payment programs are designed to assist local taxing entities, but the 
institution of the Tax Cap actually ends up hurting the schools that incur economic 
development rather than helping them. Soon, Happy Times will be changing its name to 
Sad Face School District.   
 

An amendment correcting the law is important to all of the districts in upstate New York 
as we are considering how to address the possible future challenges of natural gas 
exploration and development, wind development, and tourism development that are 
already generating large PILOT agreements.  
 

 
 
 



 

The Greater Southern Tier School Boards Association would like to 
recognize the following organizations for providing assistance and 
for developing verbiage included in this document: 
 
 

Greater Southern Tier BOCES Superintendent’s Advisory Council 
 
Greater Southern Tier School Boards Executive Committee 
 
National Association of State Boards of Education 
 
New York State Association of School Business Officials 
 
New York State Council of School Superintendents 
 
New York State School Boards Association 
 
Rural Schools Association of New York State 
 
State Wide School Finance Consortium 
 
Transportation Advisory Services 
 
 
 
Visit our website at http://www.gstboces.org/gstsba/  
 

The Greater Southern Tier School Boards Association represents the school 
board members of 21 public school districts and the school board members of 
the Greater Southern Tier BOCES.  This document does not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of every individual member of the Association. 

http://www.gstboces.org/gstsba/

